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Input-image homogenization as a method to improve a
correlator’s discrimination capability
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We propose an input-image preprocessing method consisting of homogenization of the image to improve the
discrimination capability of a correlation-based recognition process. This method is an approximation of the
optimal filter. It offers the advantage that correlation with the preprocessed images can easily be implemented
in an optical correlator working with phase-only spatial light modulators.  1998 Optical Society of America
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Detection and localization of objects is a task of extreme
importance in many applications. Various approaches
can be used to achieve this goal. In all of them the
input scene is compared with a reference to yield the
degree of similitude. Correlation-based methods can
be implemented optically, exploiting the parallelism in-
herent in optical systems. VanderLugt1 proposed the
use of a f ilter with an amplitude transmittance propor-
tional to the complex conjugate of the Fourier trans-
form of the object to be recognized. This f ilter was
obtained by optical holography and was called a clas-
sical matched filter. It is well known in communica-
tion theory that the detection signal-to-noise ratio is
maximized when the noise is signal independent, sta-
tionary, and additive.2 Subsequently, many criteria
have been defined for evaluation of the performance of
the recognition task,3 and many filters that optimize
these criteria have been proposed,4 most of which can
be considered as two filters acting in cascade. The
first f ilter preprocesses the input scene, and the sec-
ond evaluates the correlation with the preprocessed
target.4 The phase-only filter5 (POF) is popular be-
cause of its high light eff iciency and easy implemen-
tation in currently available spatial light modulators
(SLM’s). It has been shown6 that the POF can be seen
as an approximation of the optimal filter7 in terms of
its discrimination capability.

In many real situations the object to be recognized is
observed on a complex cluttered background. In these
cases most f ilters (i.e., the classical matched filter and
the POF) that were designed without these facts’ being
taken into account fail to detect the target.7,8 For this
reason, to design robust recognition methods one must
take into account the image background.7,9,10 Also in
this case, preprocessing of the input scene before the
correlation has been proposed.11

We propose a preprocessing method that can be
seen as an approximation of the optimal correlation
filter to locate objects in spatially inhomogeneous
images.9 The advantage of the method is that the
final correlation f ilter can easily be implemented in a
0146-9592/98/141129-03$15.00/0
SLM that is working in a phase-mostly regime. Some
optical experiments have been carried out to test the
proposed method.

From the theory of optimal methods for target loca-
tion in images9 it follows that, for spatially inhomoge-
neous images, the optimal correlation f ilter should be
designed and applied to the input image fragmentwise,
with the image fragment size chosen such that the
image fragments can be regarded as spatially homo-
geneous. Here we implement and investigate a cor-
relator input-image preprocessing method that is a
simplified version of the above general local adaptation
procedure.

Let hbsx0, y0; fx, fydj be the spatial spectrum of an
input-image fragment centered at coordinates sx0, y0d,
and let aps fx, fyd be the complex-conjugate spectrum
of the target that is to be located [s fy , fy d are spatial
frequencies along the sx, yd coordinates]. Then the
optimal local adaptive f ilter for location of the target
within the given fragment is defined as9

H sx0, y0; fx, fy d 
aps fx, fyd

AVhjbsx0, y0; fx, fydj2j
, (1)

where AV is an averaging operator that should be ap-
plied to the observed image fragment’s power spectrum
for evaluation of the power spectrum of the fragment’s
background component (the portion of the fragment
that does not contain the target). Fragmentwise pro-
cessing assumes implementation of the optimal f ilter of
Eq. (1) individually for each input image fragment.

One can simplify the procedure for the filter local
adaptation by the following reasoning. Consider the
following filter:

H̃ sx0, y0; fx, fyd 
aps fx, fy d
Varsx0, y0d

, (2)

where

Varsx0, y0d 
Z Z

fx , fy

jbsx0, y0; fx, fy dj2dfx dfy (3)
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is the local variance of the input image within the
given fragment. This variance can be regarded as
a zero-order approximation to the local power spec-
trum AVhjbsx0, y0; fx, fydj2j, and therefore the f ilter of
Eq. (2) can be regarded as a zero-order approximation
to the filter of Eq. (1). Furthermore, one can separate
the filter of Eq. (2) into two filters in cascade:

H̃ sx0, y0; fx, fy d  gHmf sx0, y0; fx, fyd gHppsx0, y0; fx, fy d


aps fx, fyd

fVarsx0, y0dg1/2

1
fVarsx0, y0dg1/2

. (4)

The first f ilter in the cascade,

gHppsx0, y0; fx, fyd 
1

fVarsx0, y0dg1/2
, (5)

can be regarded as a preprocessing f ilter that makes
the local variance of the input image uniform and
normalized to unity. This preprocessing can be called
image homogenization because it makes an image
homogeneous in terms of its local variances.

The second filter,

gHmf sx0, y0; fx, fyd 
aps fx, fy d

fVarsx0, y0dg1/2
, (6)

represents a modif ied matched filter, that is, the f ilter
matched to the target modif ied by the input-image local
variance.

In principle, image local variance can be computed
optically by low-pass filtering of the squared input
image intensity, which could be accomplished either by
means of an optical correlator or simply by defocusing
of the image. With the latter method we have to
capture two images. The first image should be on
focus and corresponds to the image to be analyzed.
The second one should be out of focus and gives us the
local variance Varsx0, y0d. The f inal step is to evaluate
the preprocessed image by electronically dividing the
input scene by the local variance. This is a pixelwise
operation and can be quickly evaluated electronically.
Finally, this homogenized image is introduced into the
input plane of the correlator.

To verify this proposal experimentally we carried
out an optical experiment with computer-generated
preprocessed images and used POF’s instead of the
modif ied matched filter given by Eq. (6).

An optical correlator was used for testing the image
preprocessing proposed here. The experimental setup
is shown in Fig. 1. Two twisted nematic liquid-
crystal-type spatial light modulators (SLM’s) extracted
from an Epson video projector were used to display
the filter and the scene in the optical correlator. We
performed several optical experiments. The original
and the preprocessed input scenes are represented
in Fig. 2. They had 256 3 256 pixels. These scenes
were displayed in the input SLM (SLM1 in Fig. 1)
working in the phase-mostly regime. A CCD camera
registered the energy distribution on the correlation
plane. The object to be recognized in the f irst experi-
ment, which was a small area of the whole image, is
shown in Fig. 3(a). It had a diameter of 74 pixels.
Another target of 36-pixel diameter is also shown
in the f igure. A POF matched to the target was
displayed in the second SLM. Although phase modu-
lation of twisted nematic liquid-crystal modulators is
in general cross coupled with amplitude modulation,
it is possible to obtain phase-mostly modulation by
proper selection of the plane of the incident polarized
light and adjustment of the brightness, contrast, and
color controls of the Epson video projector. In our
case, the best configuration of the potentiometers was
brightness 0, contrast 10, and color 3 for the scene SLM
and brightness 0, contrast 10, and color 0 for the f ilter
SLM. Figure 4(a) shows the energy distribution on
the correlation plane when the original picture without
preprocessing and a target of 74-pixel diameter were
used. There is no distinguishable peak and, in con-
sequence, the target could not be recognized. When
the preprocessing was used, a high correlation peak
appeared, as can be seen from Fig. 4(b). Note that
in the correlation plane a noisy background appeared
that was due to the nonlinearity introduced by the
filter SLM,12 which produced different superimposed
diffraction orders. The zero order reproduced the
input scene, and it is responsible for the background.

Fig. 1. Real-time optical correlator. SLM1 implements
the input scene and SLM2 implements the matched f ilter.
P1, P2, polarizers; HWP1, HWP2, half-wave plates; L1, L2,
convergent lenses.

Fig. 2. (a) Original and (b) preprocessed scenes for the
pattern-recognition experiments.

Fig. 3. Two different sizes of preprocessed target ex-
tracted from Fig. 2(b): (a) target diameter, 74 pixels; (b)
target diameter, 36 pixels.
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Fig. 4. Correlation peaks resulting from experimental
optical correlation between (a) the original scene and
the original target and (b) the preprocessed scene and
the preprocessed target. Both preprocessed and original
targets have a diameter of 74 pixels.

Fig. 5. Correlation peaks resulting from experimental op-
tical correlation between preprocessed scenes and prepro-
cessed targets of different sizes: (a) target diameter, 49
pixels; (b) target diameter, 36 pixels.

When the size of the target decreased, the energy
that was concentrated in the correlation peak also
decreased, and in consequence, the height of this
peak diminished, as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), for
which the diameters of the target were 49 and 36
pixels, respectively. If the target was too small, the
correlation peak was too small compared with the
background and could not be detected. Figure 5(b)
shows the limit in this example. From the results
one can see that the preprocessing allows us to detect
targets that cannot be detected without preprocessing.

In summary, we have proposed a preprocessing of an
input image, which we call homogenization, that can be
seen as a zero-order approximation of the optimal f ilter
for target location in images. We have implemented
the recognition method in an optical correlator that
uses two SLM’s working in phase mode. In the first,
the preprocessed input image is phase encoded and
displayed. In the second, a phase-only f ilter matched
to the target is implemented. We performed optical
experiments showing the big improvement obtained
with the proposed method when it is applied to input
scenes with a spatially nonhomogeneous background.

This study was partially f inanced by the Dirección
General de Enseñanza Superior del Ministerio de
Educación y Cultura, project PB96-1134-C02-01.
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